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Welcome to
GainX
Ecosytem
Disclaimer
The information contained herein does not
constitute investment or legal advice. Consult a
legal or tax professional for investment advice,
your situation, and specific information.
This white paper has been written to inform
you about GAINX. The White Paper cannot be
rewritten, reproduced or transferred. Please
consult a legal or tax professional for advice
on investment and legal situations.
Companies
Harrison Holdings, Inc.
American Capital Resources, LLC
Bit By Bitcoin Holdings, LLC
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Most importantly, cryptocurrencies allow individuals
to have full control over their assets.
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Dictionary
This dictionary has been prepared for users to get to know the
ecosystem.

Blockchain technology, is experiencing rapid development in the
world. Creative economy startups raise $5 billion in 2021. More than 50
million independent content creators fueling this new trend, With the
curator and community builder, this generation of micro-entrepreneurs
is currently estimated to be worth $20 billion. It could grow to a
market of $104.2 billion by 2022.

GainX, It is an ecosystem blockchain
platform that enables everyone to
access digital finance management tools
with maximum privacy principles..
$GainX, It is a platform currency that
allows time, the most valuable object of
human life, to be used more quickly,
relaxing and accelerating human life.
$GainXGold GainX It is a financial
instrument that has all the features of
the Token but is equivalent to Gold.
GainxGold holders are the gold holders
of the free world.
GainXer, Joining the world of Gain X are
their nicknames.

Stake, It means that GainX lovers keep
their Tokens and earn income in return,
Burn, It is the vaporization of GainX by
burning from excessive love.
Crowdfunding, realizing their projects,
entrepreneurs, with real people from a
large number of people, each of whom is
small or large.
Creative Economy Influencers, artists,
musicians, actors, athletes, models,
content creators and thought leaders
make up the estimated $100+ billion
economy, referred to as the “Creative
Economy.”

The information herein does not constitute investment and legal advice. Consult a legal or tax professional for investment advice, your situation, and
private information.
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Summary and Web 3.0
Smarter

Web 1.0 was established as a reading environment with single-stream
data; web 2.0 was founded as a data platform for everyone. It is now
known that web 3.0 is a technologically advanced Internet where the
user executes and machines use thought.
What is Web 3.0 ?
It is a third generation technology network. Today, we are in the
transition period from Web 2.0 to Web 3.0. The third generation
network will not only bring the changes in front-end
development, it will also create the back-end change. Web 3.0 is
much bigger and better. It aims not only to be smart, but also to
be self-sufficient and provide seamless network management.

How Does Web 3.0 Work?
It is difficult to understand the working logic of Web 3.0 without
sufficient examples
For example: If you want to shop, you can filter your search. This
means that search engines will only select certain words. This
will be more complex and advanced searching.
In the case of Web 3.0, as soon as you type on the phone, the
search engine will identify the search category you are looking
for. Based on your previous searches and the topic you are
interested in, the search engine will show you more relevant
searches. In this case, the phone would be the search word.
In web 2.0, if two people sit next to each other and provide the
same search query, the search results are completely similar.
However, with web 3.0, if two people sit next to each other and
provide the same search query, the results may be different..
This means that even if you belong to the same geographic
location, search results will be affected by several other
parameters.
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+63%
Blockchain technology is growing
rapidly, but the majority of executives
(63%) still do not know what
Blockchain is or why it is so important.

GainX

Problems
All our habits have changed in a short time. The digital world, where all data is digitized and all
physical objects and ideas exist, must provide solutions to people's important problems.

Transfer Challenges
The aim of GainX will be to bring the habit of
crypto money to the daily life of people first
through the business and international trade
sector. Today, since the sector in which money
transfers take place the most is international
trade, commercial and material activities in this
sector are banks, etc. It is slowed down too
much by the audits carried out by third
partiesWith the .GainX ecosystem, global trade
will be paved, and all transactions will be carried
out much faster and more securely.

Security
Today, forms of investment depend on a third
party. They kept our money in safes and became
partners in trade, and in the system they
created, they became the center of trade. Since
third institutions were included in the trades,
transactions became more difficult, and class
differences between geographies and races
emerged. GainX adopts decentralized consensus
mechanism between blockchain technology and
registered users for valuable investments,
transparent and reliable without the need for a
central authority.

Network Insufficient
Today, since the sector in which money transfers
take place the most is international trade,
commercial and material activities in this sector
are banks, etc. It is slowed down too much by
audits by third parties. With the GainX
ecosystem, global trade will be paved, and all
transactions will be carried out much faster and
more securely.

Fragile Economy
The current payment and investment methods
lose their validity over time and will continue to
do so. To fully understand the revolutionary
place of GainX in the new digital landscape, it is
important to first understand the critical role
financial institutions and currencies play.
Transactions such as creating power
imbalances, monitoring all money transfers of
the society were carried out by central banks,
providing tight control over the masses and
benefiting from the obligation of individuals to
be tied to the central bank.
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Entrance
Gainx Ecosystem

The Gainx Ecosystem makes it as simple as managing the
entire network in one room.

The payment and investment methods
that have been used until today are valid
over time.It is losing and will continue to
lose.

Traditional, trust-based, centralized payment
and investment methods depend on and rely
on a third institution/person.
These institutions kept an AU (gold) coin,
which was invented in the 7th century BC and
called money, and the dyed papers, which
have come in a changed and diversified form,
in safes and became partners in trade, or in
the system they created, they became the
center of trade. As third institutions were
involved in trade, transactions became more
difficult, and class differences between
geographies and races emerged.
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It had to be more than trusting, it had to be
transparent. GainX, blockchain
a central authority among registered users
and It adopts the decentralized consensus
mechanism in a transparent and reliable way,
investing its valuable assets without the need
for individuals. GainX for everyone meet the
aspirations of the public with the vision of
being easily accessible, usable and valuable
was created for.
Apart from being an investment money,
GainX will lead business life, human life,
nature, technology, education, health,
environmental order, global economy and
world peace.
To fully understand GainX's revolutionary
place in the new digital landscape,
first understand the critical role financial
institutions and currencies play
is important. Creating power imbalances,
monitoring all money transfers of society
Transactions such as
It provides control and saves individuals from
having to depend on the central bank.
was
taking
advantage.

GainX

Supply
GainX
Chain

Fast
Transfer

Blockchain

New
Technology

Trustworthy
Technology

International
Transfer

Balanced
Economy

Wide
Network

Gold (AU)

Web
3.0

Today, we are at the birth of a new monetary system synthesized with an
electronic system. This formation started with Bitcoin and continued with
other innovations. Although blockchain technology was discovered in
2008, it has not yet been integrated into people's daily lives. People use
cryptocurrencies just to make money by trading on the stock market.

+10.2%
According to the data, about
10.2% of the global population
using the internet owns some
type of cryptocurrency.

The aim of GainX will be to bring the habit of crypto money to the daily life
of people first through the business and international trade sector. Today,
since the sector in which money transfers take place the most is
international trade, commercial and material activities in this sector are
banks, etc. It is slowed down too much by the audits carried out by third
parties. With the GainX ecosystem, global trade will be paved, and all
transactions will be carried out much faster and more securely.
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Why Blockchain
Basically, the blockchain is a list of transactions that anyone can view and
verify.

Blockchain
What ?
A blockchain is a growing
list of records, called
blocks, that are securely
linked together using
cryptography
In 2019, it was estimated that around $2.9
billion were invested in blockchain
technology, which represents an 89%
increase from the year prior. Additionally, the
International Data Corp has estimated that
corporate investment into blockchain
technology will reach $12.4 billion by 2022

A blockchain is a growing list of records, called
blocks, that are securely linked together using
cryptography.Each block contains a
cryptographic hash of the previous block, a
timestamp, and transaction data (generally
represented as a Merkle tree, where data
nodes are represented by leafs). The
timestamp proves that the transaction data
existed when the block was published to get
into its hash. As blocks each contain
information about the block previous to it,
they form a chain, with each additional block
reinforcing the ones before it. Therefore,
blockchains are resistant to modification of
their data because once recorded, the data in
any given block cannot be altered retroactively
without altering all subsequent blocks.

Uses Area
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Cryptocurrencies.
Smart contracts.
Financial services
Games
Supply Chain
Domain Names

GainX

The crypto blockchain is not
maintained by any individual or entity,
including banks and governments.
Performance
Efficiency

Almost all cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, and Litecoin, are
protected by blockchain networks. This means
that their accuracy is constantly verified by a
huge amount of computing power.
The list of transactions found on the
blockchain is the basis of most
cryptocurrencies. Due to the cryptographic
nature of these networks, payments made
through the blockchain can be more secure
than standard debit/credit card transactions.
For example, you do not need to provide
sensitive information when making a Bitcoin
payment. This means that the risk of your
financial information being compromised or
your identity stolen is virtually zero.
•

•

•

• It is global, meaning that cryptocurrency
can be sent quickly and cheaply all over the
planet
• Increases privacy: Cryptocurrency
payments do not require you to include your
personal information, which protects you
from hacking or identity theft.
• • is transparent: Since every transaction
in cryptocurrency networks is publicly
broadcast on the blockchain, everyone
inceleyebilir.

Cost
Optimization

The first decentralized blockchain was
conceptualized by a person (or group of
people) known as Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008.
Nakamoto improved the design in an
important way using a Hashcash-like method
to timestamp blocks without requiring them to
be signed by a trusted party and introducing a
difficulty parameter to stabilize the rate at
which blocks are added to the chain

Decentralization
By storing data across its peer-to-peer
network, the blockchain eliminates a number
of risks that come with data being held
centrally.

•

•

•

• Almost all cryptocurrencies including
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin are protected by
blockchain networks.
• The list of transactions found on the
blockchain is the basis of most
cryptocurrencies.
• Payments made via blockchain can be
more secure than standard debit/credit card
transactions.
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Market Overview
Cryptocurrencies are decentralized digital currencies.

Launched in 2008, Bitcoin was the first cryptocurrency and is still the
biggest, most influential, and best-known cryptocurrency. In the
decade since then, other cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum have offered a digital alternative to money printed by
governments.
Market Overview ($m)
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The global cryptocurrency market size was
valued at $1.49 billion in 2020, and is
projected to reach $4.94 billion by 2030,
growing at a CAGR of 12.8% from 2021 to
2030.
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Answers
GainX is a market leader and universal coin. unit is intended.

GainX is a platform built on blockchain technology designed to meet
the aspirations of the public with the vision of being easily accessible,
usable and valuable for everyone.

Security
By taking its place in the
world of cryptocurrencies,
you can quickly access
your money anywhere
and anytime and aims to
provide reliable

+57.5%
When we look at Bitcoin prices on a
yearly basis, it has added 57.50
percent to its investor.

Strong
Infrastructure
GainX
adopts
decentralized
memorandum
of
understanding between
registered users through
blockchain technology,
without the need for a
central
authority,
to
reliably
invest
their
valuable assets.

Exchange
GainX is on the way to
become a digital commerce
tool that will accelerate the
transfer traffic and create a
safer, easier, transparent
world by bringing currencies
such as dollars and euros,
which have been invented by
humanity from past to
present, to human life.

Transparency

Undo

Portability

Bitcoin,
Ethereum,
transactions on their
networks are broadcast
publicly
without
distinction. This means
that it cannot determine
the money supply without
affecting the transactions.

Cryptocurrency payments
are non-refundable. It
reduces the possibility of
fraud for sellers. For
customers,
it
makes
shopping more affordable
by eliminating one of the
main arguments for credit
card companies' high
transaction fees.

Since
your
crypto
investments are not tied
to institutions, you can
use
them
anywhere,
regardless of where you
are and what happens to
the main intermediaries
of the global system.
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Who we are?

GainX
Ecosystem
osystems
ms

GainX is not only an investment money, but
also for business, human life,
nature, technology, education, health,
environmental order, global economy and the
world peace will be led.
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GainXGold
Gold indexed stable token

GainX Gold uses an arbitrage
strategy that follows the
global Gold market prices
and plays the role of market
maker in executing the
necessary transactions to
avoid any price difference
between the spot gold
market and GainX Gold.

GainX Gold provides the opportunity to invest even with
balances under 1 USD. To expand the trading area, GainX
Gold is set at 2 decimals.
What is Gainx Gold (GainXG)?
GainX Gold (GainXG) is a gold-backed cryptocurrency that will be released
in 2022 Q4 by the creators of Gainx. GainXGold, a Coin running on its own
blockchain, can be traded on the best exchanges and aims to make it easy
for anyone to invest in gold.
The main purpose behind GainX Gold is to make gold more convenient as
the physical commodity is not easily divisible or flexible in terms of
shipping.
GainX Gold allows traders to purchase small amounts of gold indefinitely
via cryptocurrency so they can trade 24/7 without being stuck with limits
and commissions.

The GainX Gold equivalent will be held at the Bank through Harrison
Holdings LLC.
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Crowdfunding

Investments from around the world are
seeing crowdfunding as an alternative to the
usual risks. To date, crowdfunding
investments have received $34 billion in
support. But traditional solutions have
problems, and blockchain can solve them.
GainX is advancing towards the goal
of being a fast and reliable trade
transfer money for users. Basically,
GainX provides support to users'
national trades to fund projects.
.
Built on blockchain technology,
GainX adopts a decentralized
consensus
mechanism
to
transparently and reliably invest
valuable assets among registered
users without the need for a central
authority and individuals.
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Payment Solutions
Prototype 02

A project on the trading of assets and a trade coin that will
make human life easier

GainX chain

Aiming to be the most valuable trade currency of human life, and
at the same time, which facilitates and accelerates human life,
which allows to make transactions faster, the token to become
the trade currency of the whole world, travel, car rental,
cooperation, food, sports invoices, netflix apple tv, etc. areas,
large companies will make deals in areas such as real estate,
auto purchase, etc.

Fast, safe and easy

With your gainx.io, it will bring the dreams of people with dreams to

Prototype 03
GainX

1x

CHAIN

1x

BLOCKCHAIN

1x

life and support both the country's economy and GainX funding, as
well as providing payment solutions by contributing to joint work

CYRPTO

1x

projects with social organizations that provide food, care and
shelter for stray animals.

Next →
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Mobile Solutions
Fast, safe and easy

GainX is a wallet system that will be developed for fast, secure and easy transactions on the
ecosystem separate from the digital trading platform. Thanks to special applications to be created
on mobile and web platforms, people

GainX wallets
– will be available 24/7. They will be able to make transfers between each other at
very low transaction fees and high speeds. Along with campaign and sponsorship projects,
GainX gives its users the opportunity to experience blockchain technology in the easiest way.
With GainX Wallet, our users will have the opportunity to both participate in campaigns and
earn GainX with partnership agreements.
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International trade
Today, we are at the birth of a new monetary system synthesized with an electronic
system.

This formation started with Bitcoin
and continued with other
innovations. People use
cryptocurrencies just to make money
by trading on the stock market.
The aim of GainX will be to bring the
habit of crypto money to people's
daily life, first through the business
and international trade sector.

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Today, since the sector in which money
transfers take place the most is
international trade, commercial and
material activities in this sector are
banks, etc. It is slowed down too much
by the audits carried out by third
parties. With the GainX ecosystem,
global trade will be paved, and all
transactions will be carried out much
faster and more securely.

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec
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GainX

Business
Model

Before entering the market, GAINX will make 2 pre-sales, one
private and the other public.
The first pre-sale will be held with a price tag of 0.90$ and 20%
amount, specially for long-term investors who will buy a large
amount.
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Burn
decrease in the money supply

The coin burning
process is a
continuous
process in the
coin ecosystem.

This process is done with the aim of reducing the total
supply in the market by permanently deleting a certain
amount of crypto money from the market.
With this process, the amount of GainX in the market is reduced, allowing
prices to decrease continuously over a certain period of time. As the
amount of GainX in the market decreases, the current GainX value is
theoretically expected to increase in the long run.

A GainX burning event occurs as follows:
•

A GainX investor requests a burn, stating that
he wishes to burn some GainX.

•

The contract then verifies whether this
investor has GainX in their wallet and that the
requested amount of GainX is valid.
If the person does not have enough GainX or
the requested amount is not valid (for
example, 0 or -5), the burning process will not
take place.

•

•

•

If enough GainX is available, the GainXs are
deducted from the wallet. Then the total
amount of GainX is updated and GainX is
burned.
If you initiate the burning process to burn your
GainX, that GainX will be destroyed
permanently. It is not possible to recover these
GainX once burned.
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Stake
Staking is a way to earn rewards for storing GainX.

You can earn rewards over time by staking some of
your GainX. This often happens through a transaction
that resembles an interest-bearing deposit account.

Staking advantages?
Stakake provides the advantage of contributing to the security and efficiency of the
GainX project.
By staking some of your GainX, you make the blockchain more resilient to attacks
and strengthen the chain's transaction processing capability.
GAINX STAKE
20% for 365 Days
10% for 180 Days
7% for 90 Days
The Staking app is for people who believe in the goals of GainX Coin and want to
become investors in the long run.
Purchases made during the Special Pre-Sale phase will optionally be staked for 180
days or 365 days, guaranteeing 10% GainX earnings for those who choose 180 days
and 20% for those who choose 365 days.
Users who want to skate with GainX Coins during the public pre-sale phase will
receive Gainx Earnings at the end of the process.
After the GainX coin is listed on the exchange, the stake rate is fixed at 5%, and stakes
can be made for a minimum of 60 days.
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Events
GainX : Innovative trading coin

GainX Enterprise is a trading coin that solves market needs with
innovative leaders and technologists rather than the structure of the
blockchain.

Blockchain Event will hold
meetings and events
between technologists and
developers with blockchain
businesses and concerts and
GainX lovers with the support
of GainX

GainX events, music festivals.
Versatile events, GainX Conferences,
music conferences with GainX Fest

GainX will bring together GainX
lovers, industry leaders, investors and
GainX enthusiasts for GainX
discussions, Q&A, presentations,
open source content and more.
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GainX, which is the basis of trade that provides the development and change of humanity from the past to the
present, is the digital trade that will accelerate the transfer traffic and the formation of a safer, easy, transparent,
consistent, modern and rich world by removing the currencies such as dollars, euros and pounds, which are
invented by people, from the safes and brought to human lifeIt was built on being an intermediary and aims to be
the leader of the digital currency industry.

SYMBOL:

GAINX

Total Supply:

2.000.000.000 GAINX

Private Pre-Sale:

200.000.000 GAINX / 0,09$ (Min. 25K USDT)

Pre-Sale:

300.000.000 GAINX / 0.10$

Soft Cap:

$243M

Hard Cap:

$810M

Pre-Sale Period:

1.06.2022- 30.06.2022

Supported Units:

USDT, BTC

Listing Date:

01.09.2022

Before entering the market, GAINX will make 2 pre-sales, one private and the other public.
The first pre-sale will be held in 10%, with a price tag of $0.09, specially for long-term investors who will buy in
large quantities.
The second pre-sale will be open to everyone with a price tag of $ 0.10 and 15%, and everyone will be able to buy
any amount of USDT, BTC they want.
GAINX will use the funding and equity it received in the pre-sale to strengthen its volume and market value.
As a result of these studies, it is aimed to be listed on major stock exchanges, to increase the price steadily and to
acquire investors from all over the world.
5% of GAINX, AirDrop etc. reserved for Reward/Event. It will be used in campaigns to increase brand value.
GAINX, which is 15% Out of Supply, will be used to keep the price stable and prevent whale movements.
GAINX coins that will be sold as a result of the 10% private pre-sale are for investment purposes and will remain
locked for 365 days after the expiry of the private sale date.
Users who buy GAINX from the public pre-sale can lock their GAINX and perform staking if they wish.
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Presale – Sale - ICO
GainX is a technological force.

The GainX money market consists of a team that strives to attract new
investors with the introduction of new projects. This team launches
new cryptocurrencies with its own technology infrastructure.

Way to Win

Presale

ICO

Presale
Pre-ICO or presale is the token sale event that
blockchain-based platforms run before the
official crowdsale or ICO campaign goes live. Presale
allows investors to buy tokens before
the official crowdsale begins

SALE

WİN

ICO
An ICO is a method of raising funds by offering a fixed
amount of new money to investors.
Cryptocurrencies (tokens) minted via one-time or
expedited issuance. source of money
Collected during the ICO is used by the team for project
development and
application
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GainX Roadmap
GainX Journey

Jan 2022

May 2022

Sep 2022

GainX ICO

GainX Pre-Sale

Stock Exchange Listing

Dec 2022

Nov 2022

Jan 2023

Completion of GainX
Wallet Mobile Apps

Selection of Angel
Investors & Charities

Award-winning GainX
Trade Contest

Feb 2023
Partnership and
Sponsorship Agreements
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Apr 2023

May 2023

Partnership and
GainX 2nd Partner AirDrop
Sponsorship Agreements
Campaign

Jul 2023
Listing on Other
Cryptocurrency
Exchanges

GainX

AirDrop
In the AirDrop campaign, which is planned to be launched during the ICO Process, users will
be able to earn GainX free of charge if they fulfill the specified conditions.
Airdrop in cryptocurrencies is a marketing strategy that involves sending free coins or coins to wallet addresses to
promote a new cryptocurrency. A small amount of the new virtual currency is sent to users' wallets for free in
exchange for a small service like retweeting a mail sent by the cryptocurrency company, and is purely
promotional.
In the cryptocurrency world, airdrop refers to a procedure in which a blockchain project distributes free coins or
coins to the wallets of active members of the blockchain community. Airdrops are often promoted on the
company's website and on cryptocurrency forums.
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The Team

Management
Team

GainX Ecosystem will form its own team with its volunteers and all its
management will be anonymized.
The voting and monitoring system established by the startup team is
designed as a structure that active Gainx members will take over in
the future.
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Destek
Customer service

Gainx is a platform that cares about user
satisfaction. We offer the support service, e-mail
support and social media channels that can be
accessed from the website and application
platforms for the solution of any problems and
answers to the questions experienced by each user
who joins the Gainx family. We continue our
software development, taking into account the
opinions and suggestions shared by Gainx users
with our team.

Support
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Thank you
for business with us!

www.gainx.com

Adress: 9531 Santa monica Blvd no:1010
Beverly Hills CA 90210 USA
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